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ABSTRACT 

 

 

These words are the heart, life and soul of the largest 

democracy in the world. The Republic of India, once   a 

colony of the British Raj, declared these words to be self - 

evident, when the Indian   constitution   came into   force on 

26th of January, 1950, which is now celebrated as Republic 

Day. The Preamble, along with the fundamental rights 

enshrined under Part III of   the   constitution   are   its 

lifeblood. The preamble forms the constitution’s basic 

structure and though it can be amended but its essence 

cannot be destroyed1. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, during one of the 

debates of the Constituent Assembly said: “It was, indeed, 

a way of life, which recognizes liberty, equality,   and 

fraternity as the principles of life and which cannot be 

divorced from each other: Liberty cannot be divorced from 

equality; equality cannot be divorced from liberty. Nor can 

liberty and equality be divorced from fraternity. Without 

equality, liberty would   produce the supremacy of  the few 

over the many.   Equality   without   liberty   would   kill 

individual   initiative.   Without    fraternity,    liberty    and 

equality could not become a natural course of things”. The 

constitution established India as a Republic and   a 

Democracy, where the people elect their leaders, who will 

represent them in the Parliament, and will work to further 

the interest of the public, whom they swore an oath to serve. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Throughout the 80 years of Independent history,   there   have   been 

moments when this democratic system has come under attack. Sometimes 

the enemy has been foreign, such as the War with Pakistan in 1947, 1965, 

1971, 1999 and with China in 1962. But one such moment of grave threat 

to democracy came from the Prime Minister of India itself, when Indira 

Gandhi, the then chairman of the council of ministers, imposed the State 

of Emergency in 1975. She did so, because the Supreme Court of India 

ruled that she was guilty of election tampering, using voter intimidation 

and poll fixing to win the election. The State of emergency lasted for an 

year and a half, and in that time civil and fundamental rights were 

suspended, political rivals were jailed by the scores, and any attempt of 

dissent was squashed, at times violently 2. 
 

We have come a long way from those times, with freedom of speech and 

expression becoming the cornerstone of our democracy and these 

fundamental rights being protected under the basic structure of the 

constitution3 and the basic structure cannot be tampered with. The 

protection guaranteed by these rights are a privilege and are not available 

to very human being in every country. There are still countries on this 

globe which trample not only these fundamental rights, but also the most 

basic of human rights. In such dictatorships, a person’s Right to life, 

liberty and freedom does not exist, as the law of that country does not 

grant that basic protection to them. Countries like North Korea, China, 

Sudan are prime examples of such states. In that light, we need to be 

thankful of the awesome privilege and the protection that our constitution 

grants us and it is not only our right, but also our civic duty to exercise 

these protections to the best of our capabilities as well as in a way 

complementing of the constitution. 
 

In any democracy, a major role is played by free speech and the free 

press in preserving the right to freedom by asking questions from those 

who are in a position of public trust, in holding them accountable, their 

actions accountable. One can argue as far as that above all of the checks 

and balance present in the constitution of our country is the check and 

balance of free speech and the free press on all the three branches of the 

government.   The free press is known as the unofficial fourth branch of 

the government, the fourth estate, and the fourth pillar of democracy 

because it is the solemn duty of the press to make sure that they hold the 

government accountable for its actions, keeps them   honest and humble, 

and provide the most important of the news to the general public. Thomas 

Jefferson said, “An informed citizenry is the only true repository of the 

 
2 Nandana Reddy, A Daughter Remembers, The Hindu, June 27. 2015. 
3 Golak Nath Vs. State of Punjab, (1967 AIR 1643, 1967 SCR (2) 762) 
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Public Will.” And Public Will can only be implemented when it is 

informed about the issues which are important to them, which have a 

direct or indirect impact on their lives and these issues need to be 

apprised in a poised, responsible and humbling manner. 

 

 
II. CONSTITUTIONAL     PROVISIONS 

 

In a democracy, it is not only the duty of the press and the public to ask 

the government questions, it is also the job of the government and the 

elected officials to at times listen to opinions which are different from 

their own, or at times even stand at the opposite side. Free Speech gives 

the person a right to voice his opinions and nowhere do these opinions 

should be listened to with grace than when presented before an elected 

official. It is their job to listen to the voice of the people, even if they 

themselves stand on the other side, because that is how a middle ground 

is discovered in discussions and debates, which may later be the 

foundation of the laws and acts passed by the government. This variation 

in opinions is known as dissent and it helps in making a republic stronger 

by not only tolerating, but also actively listening to opinions other than 

yours, ultimately keeping the spirit of free speech alive. Now the spirit 

of dissent itself arises from the fundamental rights under Part III of the 

Indian Constitution. The Articles 14, 19 and 21 primarily p rovide equal 

rights to everyone, the freedom to speak freely without persecution, to 

live their lives with dignity and respect. All these three protections, when 

working together set the ground for dissent and in this paper, I would try 

to explain how that works. 
 

The Right to Equality as enshrined under Article 14 of the constitution 

states, “The State shall not deny to any person equality before the law or 

the equal protection of the laws within the   territory of India Prohibition 

of discrimination on grounds  of religion, race, caste, sex or place of 

birth”. This article is the scale for measuring every citizen of this country 

equally. Irrespective of your religion, caste, gender, age, and even 

economic stature, the constitution and provides equal rights a s well as 

equal protection of the law to every person. The apex court has also held 

that there exists a nexus between the three provisions of fundamental 

rights i.e. 14, 19, 21 and are not to be read in isolation but are dependent 

on each other4. These three provisions together   read   are the litmus test 

for any law or act enacted in the country. Article 19, probably the 

touchstone of a free society provides every citizen of India to voice their 

ideas, their opinions, their words. It also secures a constitut ional right 

 

4 Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India, 1978 AIR 597, 1978 SCR (2) 621 
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for people to assemble peacefully in groups and to form unions. The right 

to assemble peacefully is the root of the right to protest. Although the 

right to protest is not expressly mentioined under the constitution, it is 

present between the passages of Article 19, mainly under freedom of 

speech, peaceful assemblies, and by forming public unions. Article 21 

i.e. Right to life is as important as right to freedom as it preserves a 

person’s right to live from state actions. The Article states, “ No person 

shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to 

procedure established by law”. The article, when read with 14 and 19 all 

but ensures a person’s right to protest. It has also been held up by the 

Supreme Court as a fundamental right. The court said, “Citizens have a 

fundamental right to assembly and peaceful protest   which   cannot   be 

taken away by an arbitrary executive or legislative action” 5. 

 

 
III. RIGHT TO PROTEST AND DISSENT 

 

Right to Protest and Dissent are what keeps a democracy working. The 

ability of reasonable people to hold and voice legitimate reasonable 

opposing opinions is the hallmark of a working democracy and this is 

what makes sures that the country does not get too  complacent with 

respect to the actions of the government. It is the duty of the people to 

act as a guardian for their own rights and to voice their consent or dissent 

to an action, any action of the government. Judge Charles Hughes said, 

“A dissent in the court of last resort is an appeal to the brooding spirit of 

the law, to the intelligence of a future day when a later decision may 

possibly correct the error into which the dissenting   judge believes the 

court to have been betrayed”. Having different opinions  is what a 

democracy should pride itself on because even though its gritty and 

frustrating at times, it is a small price to pay for the awesome impact of 

human capacity of ideas, ideologies, free thinking, and debating. 

Throughout the course of history, we have seen examples of dissenting 

opinions of prominent movements and leaders which have brought 

profound change to the world. The dissent of the George Washington led 

revolution led to the establishment of the United States as a country. 

Abraham Lincoln’s dissent to slavery led to   the   Emancipation 

Proclamation and the passing of the 13 th Amendment. The dissent and 

protests of the Indian people led to the independence of our own country. 

And as recently as 2012, the Egyptian protests led to the fall of an 

authoritarian regime. 

 

 

 
5 Ramlila Maidan Incident v. Home Secretary, Union Of India & Ors. (2012) 5 SCC 1 : 

(2012) 2 SCC (Civ) 820 : (2012) 2 SCC (Cri) 241 : (2012) 1 SCC (L&S) 810] 
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However, in the past few years, we have witnessed a steady decline in 

tolerance towards protests and dissent. We have seen protests being 

quashed through violence and through the use of government machinery. 

We have also witnessed a gradual breakdown of the middle ground where 

opposing opinions can be heard and a state of hyper-partisanship. Hyper- 

partisanship occurs when two opposing parties stand   at the extreme side 

of their views and refuse to compromise on issues. Compromise, w hile 

frowned upon is what keeps a democracy moving. If Person A and Person 

B have opposing opinions, and both refuse to discuss, or even listen to 

the views of the other person, that all but defeats the main objective of a 

public debate and stops the wheels of a democratic setup from turning. 

At the same time if only Person A or only Person B’s opinions are being 

heard, then that leads to a partisan occurrence where only one form of 

views are being listened to. Hyper-partisanship erodes the principles of 

democracy. It refutes the spirit, the very essence of   how a government 

and a republic should work. In the past few years we have seen a 

crackdown on those who disagree with the actions of the government. In 

the reports released by The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), India fell 

10 places and slipped to the 51st position in its democracy index in 20196. 

The actions of the government have much to do with the increasing quasi- 

democratic setup of the Indian Governing system, but the blame of it also 

falls on the press. Montesquieu said, “Constant experience has shown us 

that every man invested with power is apt to abuse it, and to carry his 

authority until he is confronted with limits”.  The Indian media   has 

always been silly at best, ignorant at worst. But in the past few years, it 

has done a complete double take on its style of reporting, and not for the 

better. The debate format that nearly every Indian news channel is keen 

on copying has wrecked the political discourse by springing non -sensical 

questions to get a knee-jerk  reaction from spokespersons of political 

parties who are as clueless than the anchors asking those questions. In a 

recent Reporters without borders report, India ranks as 142 out of 180 

countries in Freedom of the Press 7. The disturbing rating of the press of 

the largest democracy in the world certainly begs the question as to what 

is the reason behind the falling standards of journalism in our country. 

The self-censorship of the news channels has led to journalists avoiding 

asking tough questions and following the art of investigative journalism. 

The self-censorship also arises from the race of being the top news 

channels and earn the most Television rating Point by following 

sensationalism instead of honest journalism. 

 

 
 

6 India falls to 51st position in EIU's Democracy Index, The   Economic   Times,   January 

23. 2020. 
7 Reporters Without Borders, Data of Press Ranking 2020. 
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Coming back to the curbing of dissent in India, it is pretty visible through 

the ongoing instances that no on wants to talk about or does so in hushed 

voices because nearly every sane rational person would come to the same 

conclusion: Something is not right. The hapless media, the use of 

draconian laws to curb those who disagree with the government, to 

admonish, mock, jail, or threaten someone who asks the government 

difficult questions. The hushed environment of fear where people have 

to be careful of what they say in a crowd, of what they write on social 

media, of what they say openly. And all of this has stemmed from th e 

government. I know some would believe that this makes my paper 

political, however, it is exactly the opposite. It is an indictment of the 

government, which is of the people, by the people, and for the people. It 

is the duty of the government to uphold the constitution, of which they 

swear the oath, which sustains the country and its core democratic 

institutions. The people elect their choice of government because they 

believe that the government would work from them and it is the duty of 

the government to work for and listen to those who did not vote for them 

or who oppose them, because the government is not just of its voters, but 

of the entire country. But when the government refuses to listen to the 

opposing side, when it actively crushes any dissentin g opinions, when it 

tries to charge any opposing intellectual with draconian sedition law for 

the sake of “National Security”, then it begs the questions as to what 

would stop the government from actually curbing people’s fundamental 

rights. Former Judge of the Supreme court Justice M B Lokur in a 

webinar said that the government is actively trying to   suppress   free 

speech by charging people with Sedition Laws 8. He further said, “State 

is using sedition as an iron hand to curb free speech. Suddenly you have 

a lot of cases charging people with sedition. A common citizen who say 

something is charged with sedition. Already 70 cases of sedition   have 

been seen this year”. In another instance, a group of former bureaucrats 

have heavily criticized the current government’s war on free speech9. In 

a joint letter they have said, “ The rampant erosion of the rule of law in 

evidence today militates against the actualization of   the   freedom   of 

speech which is the cornerstone of democratic functioning. The gulf 

between the Rule of Law rhetoric and reality is getting wider and wider. 

The police establishments across the country appear to have become 

proxies for the respective parties. Independent experts like Special 

Rapporteurs and members of the Working Group on Arbitrary Detentions 

associated with the United Nations, in referring to the arrest of eleven 

activists, including Kafeel Khan, Safoora Zargar, Akhil   Gogoi   and 

Sharjeel Imam, say succinctly: These defenders, many of them students, 

 
8 https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/govt -using-sedition-law-to-curb-free- 

speech-says-former-sc-judge-lokur/articleshow/78102559.cms 
9 https://www.indialegallive.com/special-story/former-bureaucrats-call-for-unity-to- 

defend-freedom-of-expression/ 

http://www.indialegallive.com/special-story/former-bureaucrats-call-for-unity-to-
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appear to have been arrested simply because they exercised their right to 

denounce and protest against the   CAA   (Citizenship   Amendment   Act), 

and their arrest seems clearly designed to send a chilling message to 

India’s vibrant civil society that   criticism   of   government   policies   will 

not be tolerated.” Protesting is a sign of social change. It is a sign of a 

democracy at work and it is what keeps the wolves of authoritarianism 

at bay. When peaceful protests are considered as more than an annoyance 

and is crushed or the protestors are charged with sedition and unlawful 

activities, it is a sign that the government is not ready to hear opinions 

or ideas which does not reconcile with their own. But dissent and protests 

can go only so far as the three articles mentioned earlier do. The 

protections provided by them is the only thing which stops a country to 

cross over to totalitarianism. When a country refuses to listen   to 

dissidents, then it is giving a breathing room to authoritarian mindset. I 

do realize that all of this is sounding political, I would  be the first to 

admit that, but again I would reiterate, that it is a defence of the founding 

principles of the country, an indictment of the government, and me 

exercising my freedom of speech to connect the dots for the people on 

how dissent, protests, free speech should work, and how unfortunately, 

it is not in this country at the moment. 

 

 
IV. MASS SURVEILLANCE AND PRIVACY 

Ideas, thoughts, ideologies stem from a person’s ability to think. A 

person’s ability to think at times arises from his sense of security.  A 

person’s sense of security arises from his ability to live his life with 

privacy and dignity. Privacy has always been a bone of contention in 

Indian constitutional discourse till   2017, when   the   Supreme court held 

that Privacy is a fundamental right and is an inherent part of Right to life 

under Articles 14, 19, 21 10. The 9 judges bench unanimously stated that 

the right of privacy does exist under the three constitutional provisions 

and it is also a negative right to protect a person from state in terference. 

The judgement has had an effect to bring societal change as it not only 

led to decriminalization of Homosexuality 11, but also of   Adultery12. 

Privacy is fundamentally important because it is the second side of a coin 

of which the first side is the Right to freedom. If a person has freedom, 

he is also free to keep his life private. He also has the right to defend 

himself against state interference and against any action   by   the state 

which may infringe his privacy. Besides keeping his life private, it also 
 

10 Justice K. S. Puttaswamy (Retd.) and Anr. vs Union Of India And Ors., WRIT 
PETITION (CIVIL) NO 494 OF 2012 
11 Navtej Singh Johar & Ors. v. Union of India, W. P. (Crl.) No. 76 of 2016 
12   Joseph Shine v. Union of India, 2018 SCC OnLine SC 1676 
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ensures that a person would be entitled to its thoughts and ideas and 

could keep them private as well, till the time if or when he decides to 

make them known to someone else. Privacy also ensures a tough 

constitutional battle against Mass Surveillance. 
 

Mass Surveillance is not a new concept, in fact it has been around since 

the internet revolution. It is the process of mass collection of data by 

governmental agencies. The word ‘data’ here can mean any electronic 

medium. It can mean your phone calls, your messages, your video calls, 

who you talk to, how long the call lasts, and in certain instances what do 

you talk about. While the governments cite security   concerns,   fight 

against terrorism, prevention child pornography to justify their stance on 

this issue, it is also a major infringement of the Right to Privacy as well 

as an infringement of civil and political rights. It is also seen, by human 

rights expert, as a grave threat to a person’s ‘Right to Freedom’ promised 

under the Article 19 of the Fundamental  Rights of our Indian 

Constitution. 
 

Mass Surveillance first came into light in June of 2013, when Edward 

Snowden, a former contractor working for NSA (National Security 

Agency), leaked the information to the news papers   The Guardian and 

The Washington Post, that the United States, with other countries, has 

been spying on not only their own citizens, but on the citizens of the 

world13. The US, along with 33 other countries, India being one of them, 

has been collecting data on their citizens and passing  it on to their 

intelligence agencies. The countries signed an agreement known as the 

‘Third Party Agreement’, which bound them to collect and share data of 

their citizens14. their citizens. 
 

The Mass Surveillance program came into being after 9/11, when the 

world saw the flaw and failure of the most secure and militarily advanced 

nation. ‘The Patriot Act’, introduced by the then George Bush led US 

government, which gave the intelligence agencies   the   unquestionable 

power to authorize mass surveillance  programs to stop future terror 

attacks. While the notion behind ‘The Patriot Act’ 15 was benevolent and 

just, it gave unimaginable  power to the intelligence agencies to collect 

even the most private data of a person, who might not even be a potential 

threat, all in the name of national security 16. 
 

To understand Mass Surveillance, one must understand it’s working. A 

piece   of   data   can   be   classified   in   two   parts,   metadata   and   content. 

 

13 Dan Kedmey, Report: NSA Authorized to Spy on 193 Countries, Time, July 1. 2014. 
14 Ryan Gallagher, How Secret Partners Expand NSA’s Surveillance Dra gnet, The 

Intercept, June 19. 2014. 
15 Public Law 107-56, 2001 
16 End Mass Surveillance Under the Patriot Act,   American Civil Liberties Union. 
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Metadata is a piece of data showing the pattern of a person’s actions. 

Meaning it shows a person’s call logs, to whom the person talks, how 

many times the calls are made and how long the calls last. Similarly, it 

also shows to whom a person sends an e-mail, how many times and the 

back and forth replies following it. Content means the actual data present 

inside the metadata. It records what a person talks about, what a person 

writes about in a text message or an e-mail.  The intelligence agencies, 

prior to the leaked data, claimed that they only collect the metadata at a low-

level.   But the NSA leaks showed that the countries were collecting not 

only the metadata, but were also collecting the content in it. They used 

tools such as the ‘PRISM’, ‘Boundless Informant’ and ‘Tempora’. Microsoft, 

Google, Yahoo, Facebook, Skype, Apple are to name a few of the 

companies which provided information on their users to The ‘PRISM’ 

program17. The ‘Tempora’ works by tapping into the fibre optic cables 

which carry the bulk of the internet and collecting data from there 18. The 

‘Boundless Informant’  collects the pieces of data and also tracks data 

flow around the world19. Over a span of 30 days, the program recorded 

and tracked around 97 billion pieces of data, with India being ranked the 

fifth largest data collection site, with around 6 billion pieces  of data 

collected20. The Indian Government not only knew about this but also 

helped the NSA strengthen its surveillance program.  From e-mails  to 

internet messages and video calls, all the data is collected and then 

provided to the NSA. 
 

When confronted about this information, the then   Foreign Minister of 

India merely stated that, “It’s not snooping.” This   was   an   infantile 

remark to give to such a dangerous activity that affects a population of 

more than one billion people. However, the intentions behind this remark 

were answered when the Indian Government revealed the CMS (Central 

Monitoring System), a network designed by the C-DoT  (Centre for 

Department of Telematics), under the Indian   Telegraph   Act,1885.   In 

2008, the Parliament, without any debate  or discussion, unanimously 

passed the Indian technology Act, which gave the intelligence agencies 

unprecedented power to warrantless wiretapping of phones. In 2011, the 

‘NATGRID’ came online which provided the intelligence agencies a host 

of information from government databases including   tax   and   bank 

account details, credit card transactions,   visa   and   immigration   records 

and itineraries of rail and air travel. This was seen as a gross violation 
 

17 T.C. Sottek, Janus Kopfstein, “Everything you need to know about PRISM”, The 

Verge, July 17. 2013. 
18 “Tempora”, Digital Citizenship and Surveillance Society , May 6. 2015 
19 Glenn Greenwald and Ewen   MacAskill, “Boundless   Informant:   the   NSA's   secret   tool 
to track global surveillance data”,  The Guaridan, June 11. 2013 
20 Leslie D’Monte, Anirban Sen, “Boundless Informant   data reveals NSA got around 
6.3 bn reports from India: report”, Live mint, June 10. 2013.  
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of the privacy of a citizen of India but it remained largely unknown to 

the public simply because of the lack of awareness of such programs to 

the general population. In simple words, people   did   not have any idea 

that they were being watched. 
 

The CMS system has been claimed by the government as just an update 

to the already existing lawful data interception programmes and would 

adhere to all the safety regulations that are in place to protect the people. 

But given the government’s record on data protection, one might not be 

so easily content. The data leak of Aadhar  information in which came 

into notice in 201921 just further validates my point on government power 

versus accountability.  However, it would be a bright day for 

accountability when a government would take responsibility  for its 

actions. However, the current government has shied away from doing it 

time and time again. But one should not forget that just because one is 

ignorant of the truth, it does not mean that it doesn’t exist. 
 

Rather than calming down the nerves of conscious Indians on the issue 

of surveillance and privacy, the government has stopped to even try to 

justify itself for its actions, openly asking telecommunication  service 

providers for data on its users22. Not only that, but they have taken an 

initiative to build an all round database to record the activities of every 

Indian23. In fact, according to a report, India is ranked second on the 

states with most surveillance24. One can reasonably ask “so what?”. So 

what if the government is making database of every India, it is the 

government, they won’t harm us. But one always forgets that a 

government, any government is a dictatorship waiting to happen but for 

the Fundamental Rights and the constitution. The conservative political 

ideology would decry such a massive intrusion of the state into the lives 

of the people. However, such conservative values are seemingly not held 

by the current government. If we get down to the crux of all of this, to 

the crux of the main argument, it would be clear as day that the 

government is trying its hardest to change the form of government we 

currently have. To record data of its citizens, to keep them under 

surveillance, to censor their voice and to curb dissent, is that not the 

beginnings of a totalitarian form of government? And trust me, I would 

love to be wrong at this point, because I would shudder to think what a 

future in such a society would be like. But the evidence for such future 

 
21 Zack Whittaker, “Indian state government leaks thousands of Aadhaar numbers”, 

Tech Crunch, February 1. 2019 
22 Anil Sasi, Pranav Mukul, “Cellphone operators red -flag ‘surveillance’ after Govt 

wants call records of all users”, The Indian Express, March 18, 2020. 
23 Kumar Sambhava Shrivastava, “Documents Show Modi Govt Building 360 Degree 

Database To Track Every Indian”, Huffington Post, March 17. 2020. 
24Paul Bischoff, “Data privacy laws & government surveillance by country: Which 
countries best protect their citizens?”, Comparitech,  October  15.  2019. 
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is present and visible as day and any one who values, or even understands 

the depth of the Articles 14, 19, 21 would be able to see it clearly. In a 

country with a population of a billion people, with a fledgling data 

protection infrastructure  and a rapid increase in telecom and internet 

users, it is chilling to think what could happen if all of this data falls in 

the hands of someone whom is not so pious with their intentions. And we 

have seen that happen. 
 

In 2018, it was revealed that a data analysis firm, Cambridge Analytica 

was able to exploit Facebook’s servers in accessing the data of potential 

American voters to build voter profiles and targeted them with posts on 

Facebook, and influencing them in voting a certain way 25. This has been 

seen as one of the biggest data leaks in cyber history, probably second to 

only the 2013 NSA leaks by Edward Snowden. 

 

 
V. INTERPLAY OF PRIVACY AND DISSENT 

 

You must be wondering how Privacy and Dissent is connected. However, 

I argue that Privacy and Dissent are co-dependent. Dissent can only exist 

where Privacy does. And Privacy is what gives dissent its protection. A 

person’s dissent or disagreeing  opinion towards the state   is   not 

actionable not only through the protection of Freedom of Speech, but 

also through a person’s right to be left alone, which is what Right to 

Privacy is all about. Dissent can only exist where there is not a statut ory 

backlash of any form, and right to privacy ensures that. Dissent can only 

happen when a person is free to express his ideas, give voice to his 

ideology, a tangible method to his thoughts without repercussions or fear 

of consequences by the state. And that can only happen when a 

constitutional protection of freedom and privacy is standing between the 

state and the person. 
 

India has never been completely democratic, but in recent years, it has 

started to turn away from not only its democratic principles but also from 

the spirit of the Preamble. The rapid curbing of dissent of any form, the 

use of archaic sedition laws, and a manic drive to term any and 

everything which doesn’t suit the agenda of the government as ‘anti - 

national’. Justice Deepak Gupta in a lecture on “Democracy and Dissent” 

said, “when we introspect, we will find that many decisions taken by us 

need to be corrected. Criticism of the executive, the judiciary, the 

bureaucracy or the Armed Forces cannot be termed "anti-national". In 

 
25Nicholas Confessore, “Cambridge Analytica and Facebook: The Scandal and the 
 Fallout So Far”, New York Times, April 4. 2018.  
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case we attempt to stifle criticism of the institutions whether it be the 

legislature, the executive or the judiciary or other bodies of the State, we 

shall become a police state instead of a democracy and that is not what 

the founding fathers expected us to be”. 
 

Reasonable people can disagree with this assessment but then I ask them 

to just look at any other democratic society where a piece of criticism is 

responded with such drastic measures as it is in India. Sedition laws are 

archaic and reminiscent of a time when the   British rules India,   which 

then was not an independent society but a colony. It can be easily 

compared with a dictatorship at that time because there did not exist a 

democratic setup and the brits needed to keep the indigenous population 

in check by crushing any form of protest or dissent to maintain their boot 

on the neck of our country. This is not a colony anymore, neither are we 

a colonised land, nor are we under a monarchy. If right to free speech 

does exist, it should not make a person think twice before penning down 

his thoughts. Sedition laws are the antithesis to Freedom of Speech. 

 

 
VI. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

In concluding this paper, I would reiterate that this paper was not an 

attack on any political party. Rather it was an indictment of the current 

government, and an idealistic thought on how a democracy should 

function. Dissent is the oxygen of a democracy, without which it would 

wither away. We are called the largest democracy in this world, but it is 

time we start acting like a democracy first. The right to dissent is what 

the founding fathers had in mind when forming the constitution otherwise 

the freedom of speech would have been restricted to “Freedom of speech 

only while consenting with the government.” The government i s not the 

country, the government works for the country and the country is the 

umbrella which sustains it. Governments are passing, the nation and its 

spirit is eternal. The founding fathers while framing the constitution did 

envision cases in which the government would fall on the wrong side of 

the track, and so they gave the power of criticism and holding them 

accountable to the people, because they trusted the conscience of people 

and that they would serve as the most important check on the actions of 

the government, far more than the executive, the legislative, the judiciary 

or even the press. As I conclude this paper, I am cautiously optimistic 

that the people of this country would realize that they wield the most 

important tool that has ever been made: their voice. The voice of the 

people have profound capabilities, and if used righty can work as the 

founder intended it to. George Orwell once said, “If Liberty means 

anything at all, it means the right to tell people what they do not want to 

hear.” In this lies the spirit of democracy, free speech, and dissent. 


